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A B S T R A C T

EXPERIENCE WITH CANDU REACTOR.'

OUTSIDE OF CANADA

KANUPP AND RAPP

KANUPP became critical on August J, 1971 and
first produced electricity on October 18, 19 7 1. RAPP
became critical on August 11, 1972 and first produced
electrical power in November 1972.

For RAPP Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and
Montreal Engineering Company acted to provide the design
of the nuclear plant and conventional plant respectively
as consultants to the Department of Atomic Energy, the
Government of India.

KANUPP was a turn-key project with Canadian
General Electric Company Limited acting as primu con-
tractor for the design/ supply, construction and commission-
ing of the station. A subcontract for the design and
procurement services associated with the conventional plant
was completed by Montreal Engineering Company who also
assigned engineering personnel to the KANUPP site organ-
ization. Essentially all manufactured equipment was
imported into Pakistan.

For RAPP, an increasing number of items were
manufactured, as time went on, in India including major
components such as boilers, calandria, and end shields
for the second unit. Site construction for both units
and commissioning along with design activities generally
related to manufacture in India were carried out by the
DAE with the assistance of resident engineering, inspection
and commissioning teams from Montreal Engineering Company,
Hydro Electric Power Commission of Ontario and Atomic-
Energy of Canada Limited.

Both KANUPP and RAPP I are in operation and
RAPP II continues under construction. With the C'GE contract
commitments essentially completed, CGE personne] had been
withdrawn and continued active Canadian participation in
Pakistan now consists of five Canatom advisers located
at KANUPP and in India by one AECL liaison officer for
RAPP.
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2. 0 KANUPP

2.1 Historical Summary

The Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission started
discussions with Canada in 1962, the objective being
to obtain approval for the construction of the Karachi
Nuclear Power Plant. The Government of Pakistan
approved the project in January 1964 and following a
number of fact finding visits through 1963 and 1964,
Canadian General Electric Company Limited submitted a
firm price proposal to the Pakistan Atomic Energy
Commission in the fall of 1964. Price and content of
the proposal were subject to negotiation both in Canada
and Pakistan culminating in an agreement being reached
in May of 1965. The turnkey contract provided for the
design, supply, construction and commissioning of a
complete 137 electrical MW (gross) nuclear power station
in accordance with an agreed specification and for a
total fixed price of approximately sixty million dollars .
which includes local content at firm prices.

Financial support for the supply of the plant
was provided by an agreement signed in December 1965 by
the Government of Pakistan and the Government of Canada.
Coincident with these negotiations, negotiations were
concluded for the supply of the turbine generator equip-
ment from Japan, funding of approximately three million,
seven hundred thousand dollars equivalent being arranged
through a credit to Pakistan authorized by the Japanese
Government.

With all formalities satisfactorily concluded,
work on the project proceeded early in 1966 and a team
of 30 engineers from Pakistan arrived in Canada having
various assignments in the area of training and design
all directed towards familiarizing the PAEC personnel with
the CANDU nuclear power plant concept, the ultimate
objective being to provide Pakistan with the capability
to operate and maintain the plant once completed.

Prior to the negotiations for the supply of
KANOPP, an agreement was entered into between Pakistan
and Canada for an exchange of technical information and
assistance which was to be implemented at the time the
plant was completed. Consistent with the practice
endorsed by the International Nuclear Community, the
Government of Pakistan completed negotiations to place
KANOPP under the Safeguards provisions of the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency late in 1969, and well in
advance of the initial plant operation.
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The safety of nuclear facilities and control
of nuclear materials in Pakistan, fall within the area
of authority of the PAEC. Suplementing the KANUPP
Agreement, PAEC agreed to establish and maintain a
Safety Committee. At a series of reviews and in the
development of required Safety reports, CGE collaborated
with this Committee in the examination of the plant
design and operating programs. Recognizing the value
of an independent Safety assessment CGE convened an
independent panel of advisers to examine the KANUPP
design and plans to control quality and testing at site.
Meeting in October 1968, several constructive observations
were recorded along with a generally favourable review.

Site activities had many highlights and
probably the outstanding event was the official in-
auguration of the plant on November 28, 1972, when
several hundred dignitaries witnessed the unveiling of
a plaque by t.he President of Pakistan, signifying that
the plant was about to enter commercial operation.

2.2 Plant Description

KANUPP is a heavy water moderated and cooled,
natural uranium fuelled CANDU type horizontal pressure
tube reactor, provided with once-through, cn-power,
by-directional fuelling. The gross plant output is
137 MW(e) giving a net output of 125 MW(e) with full load
steam conditions at the turbine stop valve of 559 psia
and 478.6 degrees F. General features of the plant lay-
out and equipment arrangements followed those of the
Douglas Point Generating Station, also considerable
reliance was placed on the use of components which
had been successfully demonstrated at either the NPD or
Douglas Point facilities. Aside from the logic of this
approach, the KANUPP Agreement conditions placed
considerable emphasis on the necessity of C'GE staying with
proven features which had been demonstrated in Canada.
Naturally in a rapidly developing technology there is
scope for improvements and several were incorporated
in the KANUPP design, usually preceded by a searching
inquiry initiated by PAEC, particularly where it appeared
there might be some departure from the original specific-
ations involved.

The reactor systems are enclosed in a cylindrical
concrete building 115 feet in internal diameter which
was designed by the French firm of Société pour
l'Utilisation de la Précontrainte (STUJ > who had previously
been involved in design of similar struc ures associated
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with the nuclear program in France. The building is
similar to that employed at the French Installation of
El-4, visited by a CGE and Montreal Engineering design
team at an earlier date. The building was provided
with a specially formulated neoprene and epoxy lining
developed by CGE and used successfully to meet the leakage
criterion, which actually tested out at 0.23 percent of
the contained volume per day at a pressure of 28 psig.
This test was successfully completed the first time
the building was pressurized, and the result achieved
was less than 10% of the contract value specified. A
further feature of the reactor containment building
involves the design of internal structures which were
generally self supporting and isolated from the external
walls and dome, greatly facilitating the application
of the liner mentioned earlier and thus contributing
to the successful results in the application. As the
structure is capable of containing the pressure developed
by the maximum credible incident, the use of a dousing
system was avoided, a simple manually controlled system
of sprays being available at the discretion of the
operating staff.

Encouraged by the performance of the light
water to heavy water barrier (reflector to moderator),
in the NPD calandria, the KANDPP design substituted a
water filled reactor vault complex for the air cooled
configuration previously used on CANDU reactors. In
addition to providing cooling and a readily available
heat sink, the water pool concept provides additional
neutron shielding and in the KANUPP configuration elimin-
ates the need for side steel shielding plates adjacent
to the calandria. Distribution of pressures around
the moderator system and location of components within
the vault protect the integrity of the moderator system
fluid, in the unlikely event that a small leak might
develop across the light to heavy water barrier. Also
as part of this concept, the KANUPP calandria design
incorporated an integral dump tank, which had both
economic and functional advantages over previous con-
figurations .

The KANUPP Station includes a completely
enclosed, high voltage (132 KV) switchyard, which al-
though commonly employed in the Karachi area would present
a very unusual installation in a Canadian environment.
This arrangement has provided e:cellent protection for
the equipment and reduced maintenance and strongly

j
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emphasizes the desirability of enclosing mechanical
and electrical equipment within a masonry structure,
where an environment of sand, ocean spray and wind
similar to that in Karachi is encountered.

Although KANUPP was designed for base load
operation, the plant control provided for automatic
load following with the control band being established
by absorber rod adjustment and reactor power level
maintained on demand by moderator level. The control
and monitoring of the station operation is handled
by duplicate digital computers provided with a master/
slave relationship to improve station reliability.
The two remotely operated fuelling machines employ a
duplicate digital computer arrangement and these
machines have operated completely in the automatic mode,
since their original commissioning demonstration in 1971.
The machines have needed only routine maintenance since
being installed, and this work has been very capably
handled by the PAEC maintainers.

2.3 Schedule Performance

The KANUPP Agreement specified that the plant
be completed and tested up to a defined state of Net
Power within 55 months of the time that the agreement
became effective. Also incorporated was an additional
cushion of five months for a total of 60 months before
any performance penalities were due. Net Power was
defined as the condition achieved when the plant was
synchronized and fed power, surplus to the station
requirements, into the grid. This condition was achieved
on October 18, 1971, 69>s months after the contract became
effective. The bulk of the delay time was accounted
for by problems of serious flooding experienced in 1967
and labour difficulties encountered particularly in 1968
and 1969.

The KANUPP Agreement also defined several
performance warranty teoLs which the CGE staff was
required to demonstrate before the contract was consid-
ered completed. Efforts were pressed to reach full power
late in 1971, but with the advent of hostilities,
commissioning was suspended and not resumed again
until March of 1972, with full power being first achieved
in October of 1972, very close to one year after the Net
Power achievement. Performance warranty tests were
carried on from October through early December, at which
time all demonstrations were successfully concluded and
PAEC took over the full operating responsibility for the
station, with commercial operation commencing early in
December 1972.
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2.4

Following the start of commercial operation,
there were some technical and financial matters out-
standing, which PAEC and CGE have endeavoured to
wind-up over the past year. Most of these matters have
now been resolved to the satisfaction of both parties.

In summary, the original schedule objective
had the plant in full commercial operation approximately
51} years after the Effective Date. This time was ex-
tended to approximately 7 years, accountable on '.he
basis of the reasons given above plus several months
of lost time due to commissioning difficulties encoun-
tered and involving either equipment failures or system
modifications. Generally speaking our experience con-
firmed that approximately twice the time is required
to rectify a problem at a distant location, such as
Karachi, than might be the rule in Canada where access
facilities and technical support is readily obtainable.

The chart following (Exhibit 1) shows the
relationship of the different project functions, the
time span and a summary of key events (dates).

Commissioning and Operations Review

2.4.1 Organization

The post construction or commissiong period
of the KANUPP Schedule was devoted to the achievement
of three objectives, namely the testing and debugging
of equipment and systems, the practical on-the-job
training of the PAEC operating staff and the continued
maintenance of the facilities over the term of approxi-
mately 36 months when part or all of the plant was in
operation and required constant maintenance to combat
the effects of local environmental conditions and
normal wear and tear. A joint CGE/PAEC team was organized
to supervise this work, consisting originally of ten CGE
commissioning engineers, augmented by approximately ten
more expatriates to handle modification and maintenance
work and drawn from the construction supervisory team;
plus the PAEC forces consisting of approximately 30
engineering personnel who had received training in
Canada. The balance of the PAEC station complement was
recruited locally and in addition to receiving training
from PAEC engineering personnel, developed their skills
by on the job exposure. Although the commissioning period
was longer than any of us would have wished, it was a
blessing in disguise in that it gave the PAEC personnel
much-needed time to become familiar with the characteristics
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EXHIBIT I

KANUPP SCHEDULE

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 197! 1972

DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION
I I
R H

COMMISSIONING
-H-
CN

-HH
Fro

LEGEND : X - PROJECT COMMITTED - DEC. 31, 1965

M - MONSOON FLOODING - 2 MONTHS

S - LABOUR PROBLEMS - 2.5 MONTHS

R - REACTOR ASSEMBLY COMPLETE -JUNE 1970

H - HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM COMPLETED - SEPT. 1970

C - FIRST CRITICAL - AUG. 1,1971

N - N E T POWER ACHIEVED - O C T . 18,1971

W - PAKISTAN - INDIA WAR - 3 MONTHS

F - FULL POWER - OCT. 4 ,1972

I - PLANT INAUGURATION - NOV. 28 ,1972

0 - COMMERCIAL OPERATION - DEC. 7, 1972
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of the plant and detailed familiarity with the
equipment, permitting them to effectively operate
and maintain the station when the CGE personnel
were withdrawn from direct involvement in plant
operations, late in 1972.

The development of the organization
mentioned in the preceding program was a step by step
one which began early in 1966 when the PAEC operations
and maintenance team spent two years at the Nuclear
Training Centre at Rolphton, this being followed by
a period of approximately one year in the CGE offices
in Peterborough where familiarity with the KANUPP
design was first acquired. PAEC established their
station operating and maintenance organization at an
early date, and this organization was fitted into a
corresponding CGE team, recruited for the KANUPP
commissioning. Different portions of the team were
assigned to different sections or systems of the plant.
The latter part of the period spent in Peterborough
was devoted to the preparation of commissioning manuals,
draft operating procedures and operational flow-sheets
which subsequently provided the basic documentation
for the program at site.

With the assembly of the joint CGE/PAEC
team at site, the emphasis continued on maintaining the
identity of the different groupings mentioned above
and as the plant system became available for commission-
ing, these teams went to work carrying out the initial
inspections, preliminary and subsequent final tests
as well as all documentation which was completed within
a matter of a few months of the time that the station
was in full operation. The procedure called for a
progressive transfer of responsibility and authority
for systems and plant, first from construction to
commissioning and then from commissioning to operations
and finally from CGE contractual responsibility to full
assumption of authority and responsibility by PAEC
personnel. Although some emphasis was placed on class
room instruction, the bulk of the training was actually
done on the job, directly operating and maintaining the
equipment. Although there were some misgivings as to
this approach, generally speaking this scheme has been
effective because the entire PAEC staff went through
the different stages of commissioning from beginning
to end and thereby developed a degree of familiarity
with the plant and confidence in their ability which
would not have been possible in so short a time in any
other way. =.

•A,
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Anticipating the start up of the reactor,
PAEC organized, with the cooperation of the CGE
team, an extensive radiation protection course
based on Ontario Hydro documentation. Subsequently
all personnel in the station complement were re-
quired to write a test confirming the status of
their knowledge. Although it had been doubted as
the work proceeded, it did subsequently develop that
this radiation protection training for individuals
worked out reasonably well, with the individual being
primarily responsible for his own radiation protection,
surveyors being employed only where special circum-
stances or maintenance jobs arose.

In any review of the KANUPP commissioning
expérience, it is worth highlighting some of the
problem areas, primarily because of the lessons
that were learned. For ready identification these are
summarized and discussed in the following:

2.4.2 Equipment Failures

Considerable trouble was experienced with
heat exchanger failures, the difficulty being primarily
due to high inlet and exit velocities in the shell side
of the heat exchangers which caused premature tube
failures. These failures were not limited to any
particular make of heat exchanger and the problem in
general was resolved by opening up the diameter of
no2zles to reduce the flow velocities and providing
correct tube supports both of which were determined
to be the cause of the trouble. Most of these heat
exchangers were carrying heavy water on the tube side,
where tube diameters were unusually small to conserve
heavy water and probably this contributed to the problem.

Trouble was experienced with the packing of
high pressure valves where in some cases moisture was
left in the valves after the shop hydrostatic test or
alternatively atmospheric moisture was trapped in the
packing area. The result was the same in each case,
namely corrosion of the valve spindles in the area of
the seal. The replating of the spindles and repacking
of the valves solved the problem, but the experience
raises the question as to whether it would be wiser to
protect these areas with some anti-corrosive agent and
then undertake packing at site just prior to the equip-
ment going into service.
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During the run up to power, considerable
trouble was experienced with the deaerator where
the internals completely collapsed during trip
testing The internals were designed to give high
efficiency but were constructed of relatively light
gauge material and this had to be replaced. The
control system for maintenance of levels also required
extensive modification before successful operation
was achieved.

2.4.3 Environmental Problems

The site of the priant being located on the
shore of the Arabian Sea, all exposed metal was o
subjected to a humid salt laden atmosphere, with the
occasional addition of fine sand in this atmosphere,
which rapidly destroyed protective coatings, requiring
frequent repainting and maintenance during the extended
commissioning period. This condition was particularly
disturbing on the - • " t1jled transformer cooling fins
where cooling efficiency required the metal thickness
to be relatively light. One measure which was adopted
generally, and which worked quite well was to give all
such surfaces a coat of silicon grease at reasonably
frequent intervals (every three or four months), this
seemed to protect the paint coating and proved quite
effective in combating the salt/sand attack.

One might be inclined to think that equipment
inside the plant would be free from environmental attack.
The main fan motors which were of drip-proof construction
proved to be very vulnerable to the atmosphere and failed
catastrophically after about one year's operation. This
required replacement with motors having totally enclosed
frames. Associated dampers and ducting on this system,
particularly in the area where outside air was being
initially drawn into the building, required frequent
cleaning and painting.

It would be natural to expect that salt water
would attack metal structures where they came in contact
with the water, such as water boxes on the main condenser,
heat exchangers, etc. This proved to be the case,
where it was necessary after a short period of experi-
mentation, to widely apply zinc sacrifical anodes to all
immersed structures, which showed a tendency to deterior-
ate rapidly in the presence of the salt water at the ele-
vated temperatues of 80°F-85°F encountered at the site.

^ »*!-
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These measures proved to be effective and satisfactorily
corrected the problem.

2.4.4 System Problems

Process cooling at KANUPP is provided by
a closed circuit fresh water process water system which
uses fresh water to salt water heat exchangers as a means
of dumping the heat. After a short period of operation
it was found necessary to add a filter system as well
as a degassing system to this process water loop, in
order to avoid extensive corrosion damage at a later
date. Although the system was designed to satisfactorily
operate over the range from full load to shutdown,
provision for pressure control was not originally
incorporate^ for intermediate loadings, and it was
necessary to add a substantial bypass arrangement around
the circulating pumps to control excessive pressures
and velocities experienced in parts of the system, and
which hadresulted in damage to some of the more vulnerable
components. Although these problems caused delays at
the time they were encountered, subsequent operation
of this system has been entirely satisfactory once the
modifications were completed.

Early operation of the moderator system uis-
closed a gas-locking condition existed in the circulating
pump header, and this condition was corrected by making
extensive changes to the collection tank to permit venting
of the helium from the heavy water flow to the pump header.
This problem delayed start up of the primary system test-
ing as non-tritiated heavy water had to be used in this
system for testing before being transferred to the primary
system, as the modifications which were carried out would
have been extremely difficult if the high tritium water
for the moderator system had been initially introduced
into the system. Probably this difficulty would not have
been encountered if some model tests had been carried out
early in the design phase.

Certain systems in the plant performed accept-
ably, but did display some unsatisfactory features during
extended operation and modifications were made largely
to enhance the reliability of the plant and make these
facilities easier for the inexperienced operating staff
to handle. In this category we included the moderator
and primary system collection facilities where under
abnormal system conditions overheated water got into the
collection system and gaslocked the pumps, causing the

V
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whole piping arrangement to back up and flood such
vcids as pump seal housings and valve enclosures.
Extra storage and cooling capacity was added to
eliminate this problem. The original design of both
the moderator and primary circuit purification systems
required extreme care in operation if bulk downgrading
was to be avoided. The system was simplified using
removable pipe connections and valving to get around
this risk and subsequent operation has proved quite
satisfactory. It should be noted that where these
system modifications were encountered, it was generally
necessary to repeat the commissioning of the system,
with the resultant extension of the schedule.

Originally the primary system design included
a centrifugal separator for removal of particulate
matter from the bleed system prior to the coolant
being fed back into the primary system through the
circulating pump glands. Effluent from this separator
was discharged into a cartridge type filter, located
in the Boiler Room, with the intention that filter
elements would be changed very occasionally and under
shutdown conditions. This auxiliary system had to be
modified during commissioning as the spearator was
progressively destroyed by high frequency pulsations
in the system downstream from the bleed valves. The
separator was scrapped and the filter was joined by
a duplicate unit, both of which were relocated in an
accessible area in the plant, to permit element replace-
ment during operations.

2.4.5 Plant Loading

Although the Karachi Electric Supply Corporation
system had the capacity to absorb the KANUPP output
during most of the day, problems were experienced at
night and on weekends with minimum loadings only being
available, requiring cyclic operation of the plant. This
lj litation extended the time required to run the plant
up to full power conditions. As an accommodation to the
KESC, it was also necessary to operate KANUPP at a minimum
steady load of about 25 megawatts for the period of
June 1972 while a section of the city distribution system
was switched over to the grid voltage of 132 KV. This
experience put quite a demand on the operating staff and
the facility as both were some considerable distance from
maturity and the continuous operation for a full month
was quite an achievement. The KESC system depended on
this station output to feed one of the larger industrial
areas in the city during the time that this transmission
line modification work was proceeding.

ill
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The need to operate the plant in a cyclic
fashion also proved to be a complication as the
plant approached full load operation. Operating
experience in Canada dictated the need for very
careful handling of the fuel in its first run up to
full power, a step-by-step operation being required
for predetermined and very specific time intervals
in order to carefully condition the fuel cladding
and avoid premature failures. With KESC system
loading and fuel demands requiring rigid schedules
that were not entirely compatible, developing a
compromise proved to be quite a challenge to the
commissioning organization to accommodate these
conditions, and avoid either difficulty with the system
or damage to the fuel.

To illustrate graphically the step-by-step
operating cycle described above, the chart included
in the monthly report for November 1972 is incorp-
orated (Exhibit 2) giving the integrated gross gener-
ation for the month and clearly displaying the daily
power cycles and five MW steps adopted for raising
or lowering power levels.

Plant Operating Statistics

For the period of operations prior to mid
November 1973 when a lengthy turbine overhaul shutdown
Was scheduled, the following statistics will prove
of interest.

Cumulative thermal power - 8,840 BBTU
(equivalent 240.0 FPD)

Average burn^p core

Gross Electrical
Generation

Total Operating Time

Net Capacity Factor

Availability Factor

KANUPP Fuelling

- 80 MWh/KgU

- 792,000 MWh

- 10,367 hrs

- 55.0%

- 79.4K

From the start of refuelling on June 14, 1973
to the November 17 shutdown (160-240 FPDs) 385 channels
were visitad by the fuelling machines which involved

1 ''
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discharge of 205 bundles, 521 bundles being recycled.
Accumulated statistics to March 20, 1974 include
464 visits involving 350 fuel bundles recycled,
bringing the total number of irradiated bundles to
2,638. Virtually all of the refuelling has been
carried out on-power, with the fuelling machines
operating under automatic control.

Comments on Unique Operating Experiences

2.7.1 Fuel Exposure Data

KANUPP has essentially followed the STOKE
refuelling order to 240 FPDs. The fuel management
program selects rings for refuelling on the basis of
minimum channel coolant temperature rise with an
appropriate bias being applied to the inner-core rings
to effect radial flattening. Refuelling rules include
single bundle shifting in the second and all subsequent
visits to the channels in the flattened region, two
bundle shifting being applied otherwise. Fuel is
recycled if burni'ps were less than 97.4 and 78.0 MWh/KgU
for the flattened and unflattened regions respectively.
Respective average in-core and discharged burnups at
240 FPDs are 80.0 and 110.4 MWh/KgU.

Prior to the scheduled shutdown in November
1973 for plant modifications, the raactor power was
increased in a step-wise manner for purposes of
determining turbine efficiency, one of the plant areas
where it was hoped to carry out modifications with some
resultant improvement. The plant was operated at full
power for these tests and then overnight, since the
load could not be used, power was reduced to 51*. During
this load manipulation period fuel defects were detected.
Available information suggests that some of the con-
firmed defects occurred at the 81% power level while
others could have occurred at a later time when 91%
outfit was attained. Although traces of 1-131 activity
had been detected in the coolant several months earlier,
generally operations of KANUPP had proceeded without
fuel defects, and the experience in November 1973
prompted an immediate study to determine if possible,
what evidence there was to explain the fuel failures at
this later date.

Studies have now been completed and conclusions
reached which it is believed confirm the time of the
defect and the immediate cause. The defected bundles

'.f,
1 "
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had been exposed at relatively low powers for long
periods of time and prior to failure had experienced
significant rates and magnitudes of power increases.
A number of cumulative factors however, are considered
to also have contributed to the defects:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Operation during the period at reduced
moderator levels, reaching a low of 176
inches at the time of failure, was
calculated (using FASP) to have contributed
approximately 3% to bundle ratings in the
region of the defects.

Excessive refuelling rates in the period
from 180-210 FPD had significantly increased
maximum bundle powers in the central core
region. The fuel management program assumed
base load operation at full rcted output.
It was the responsibility of cderations to
make on site adjustments to the program to
accommodate the reduced demand on the plant.
Reactivity which could be gained as a result
of 65-70% power operation as opposed to full
output is estimated at 4 to 5 mk.

The two-dimensional limitations of the STOKE
fuel management prediction code led to a 3%
discrepancy in maximum bundle powers in the
central core, STOKE under-estimating the
values. Due to the time lag between changes
at site and final analysis in Canada, some-
times of the order of as much as three months,
the influence of this discrepancy could not
be identified until well after corrective
action could be effectively recommended.

The axial power form factor achieved to date
in KANOPP (0.58-0.61) is considerably lower
than the assumed design value (0.649) for
a one and two bundle shift fuel management
to allow for turbine inefficiency, a still
greater degree of flattening is required to
offset the lack of assumed axial "flattening"
if high fuel ratings are to be avoided.

The effects of load following, although un-
certain, may well be a contributing factor
to the fuel defects experienced.

..,:
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A number of corrective actions have been
taken to reduce the probability of further fuel
defects. Through selective fuelling over about
20 FPDs the core has been suitably flattened and a
revised STOKE management program generated. The
revised program insuring adequate flattening will be
used to establish the order of shifting only, shifting
being done solely on the basis of reactivity require-
ments. Approximately seven days reactivity is to be
kept on hand, to be taken up in absorber rod position
and moderator level. Moderator level is to be main-
tained well above 180". STOKE/FASP differences have
been taken into account in generating the new fuel
management program.

2.7.2 Heavy Water Experience

The KANUPP contract terms included supply of
150 tons of heavy water, which at time of signing was
expected to be newly produced material from a Canadian
source. To reduce station inventory, the design pro-
vided for transfer of heavy water between the primary
and moderator systems to accommodate changes in
temperature and system conditions. As tritium levels
were expected to build up more rapidly in the moderator
system, PAEC decided to provide an additional inventory
of approximately 10 tons of heavy water required to
permit the systems to be isolated, except in the remote
possibility that the emergency injection system operated.
It was hoped to provide better contro.l of tritium
levels throughout the reactor plant, racilitating main-
tenance. This decision proved to be fortuitous, as
the heavy water supplied by the CJSAEC and approximately
110 tons of the original charge, had tritium levels
between 2 and 14 curies per litre. The success of this
program has been demonstrated to date, in that with very
few exceptions, maintenance in the plant boiler room
has been carried out without any protective clothing
being needed for personnel protection.

The transport of heavy v ater from the United
States source to Canada and thence to Karachi proved to
be the biggest single headache for the traffic people
associated with the project. It was first necessary
to expedite the signing of a Safeguards agreement for
the plant to overcome restrictions on release of the
water to Pakistan, as negotiations with USAEC preceded
KANUPP being covered by the IAEA agreement. Except
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that each drum of heavy water represented an invest-
ment of approximately $15,000. , movement of the low
tritium level heavy water involved little more
difficulty than would be expected in handling any
normal construction material. The highly tritiated
heavy water, however, was a different story involving
lengthy negotiations with the shipping firm that
carried the material, and countries where the ship
was likely to dock. The shipment was organized to
conform with international regulations, requiring
container overpacks which had only interim approval,
and which had not been u^ed outside of continental
United States. We were aided very materially in thess
negotiations by the staff of the Atomic Energy Control
Board, whose understanding enabled the required permits
to be issued. As an indication of the type of pre-
cautions exercised by some jurisdictions, when one
ship tied up at an East African Port, the crew were
forced to lay out tow lines on the ship, to permit
immediate removal of the ship fron: the pier, should
this be required.

As part of the initial charge included
heavy water having a relatively high tritium level a
number of complications arose in the commissioning
routines. Anticipating modification work, the moderator
system was initially partly filled with low tritium
heavy water. This permitted partial testing cf the
system and modifications, but this charge had to sub-
sequently be transferred to the primary system, which
involved extra handling and complicated inventory
control.

The KANUPP contract contained a warranted
upper limit of heavy water loss through the ventilation
stack which was not to exceed 10 lbs during a 24 hour
test period. This loss was to be determined employing
a formula which required measurement of the tritium
content of the effluent for the calculations. Believing
that a measure of tritium in the effluent would not be
truly representative, and as part of the negotiations
preceding the resumption of work in 1972, it was agreed
to equip the station with extra dryer capacity, in
lieu of the heavy water warranty. Subsequent unofficial
tests, using the "cold finger" method gave a loss
value less than the warranted figure, with only the
original dryer equipment in operation.
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Heavy water upgrading facilities at the
KANUPP station employ the electroytic process,
being relatively easier to operate and maintain. To
maintain the isolation of the primary system heavy
water charge, recovery of down graded heavy water
from the moderator system containing the high tritium
heavy water, has to date been forwarded to Canada for
upgrading. This will not be necessary in future,
once the addition of extra upgrading capacity is
completed at KANUPP.

During the last year of operation, PAEC have
implemented measures to reduce heavy water loss from
the process systems; primary system valve packings are
being replaced with pre-loaded packings, and with
reduced shutdowns and subsequent startups downgrading
of heavy water has been minimized. Severe pressure
cycling of the primary system, such as experienced
during a plant trip, has been found to cause some
leaking on a small precentage of the end fittings,
possibly due to deflection of the sealing disc in the
closure plugs. PAtC have developed an arrangement
employing a portable vapour detector, mounted on a
fuelling machine, which effectively identifies any
leaking end fittings, permitting them to be retorqued
and sealed.

The KANUPP contract required that the isotopic
purity of the heavy water be maintained at 99.75% at
time of transfer of operating responsibility to PAEC.
This objective was achieved and has been maintained
since, indicating the degree of control that continues
to exist at KANUPP, where heavy water is concerned.

2.7.3 Radiation - Maintenance Exposure

Original KANUPP contract specifications
required that radiation exposure experienced by operating
personnel be consistent with ICRP recommendations.
Operating standards generally adopted by PAEC ara
comparable with those employed at NPD and the Douglas
Point Generating Station. The commissioning report
covering radiation observations throughout the station
was documented in May 1973 and is concluded with this
statement, "radiation levels inside the Boiler Room 24
hours after shutdown are such that with proper dose
planning, maintenance work can be carried out safely
without risk of over-exposure to the workers." A
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recent monthly report gives shutdown Gamma levels
in the boiler room at a maximum of 300 mRem/hour and
in accessible areas, a maximum of 10 mRem/hour.
Tritium levels in operating areas of the plant have
averaged 10 MPCa under normal conditions. An exception
to these generally favourable conditions arose where
it was reported earlier that the Primary System
filters were relocated. Radiation fields adjacent
to these fillers are substantially higher than elsewhere
in the plant accessible areas, however with addition
of lead shielding a handling problem has not developed,
but this must be attributed to the relatively low
activity levels experienced in the primary system to
date.

Last October the staff experienced a failure
of one of the fuelling machine rotational drives when
the machine was locked on the reactor face with two
bundles of irradiated fuel in the magazine. After a
searching radiation survey, it was decided to carry out
temporary repairs on the drive without shutting down
the reactor, a key being replaced in a shaft while the
plant continued to deliver approximately 60 megawatts.
The maximum exposure experienced by the two men who
did the work was 700 mRem, essentially all Gamma
radiation from the two fuel bundles in the magazine.
This experience has given the PAEC staff reason to
believe that by carrying out regular surveys in the
Boiler Room area during operations, they may be able
to assemble sufficient background data to enable them
to carry out emergency repairs from time to time without
station shutdown. Should PAEC decide to carry through
with this program it can be expected that there will be
some reporting of their conclusions at a future meeting.

2. 8 Future ICNUPP Operations

Load following is expected to remain a continu-
ing operating feature of the KANUPP station. Immediate
plans are to operate at a maximum daily output of
approximately 90% of full load to offset maintenance
shutdowns elsewhere on the KESC System. Initially the
power is to be taken up to 90% from 70% at a rate not
exceeding 0.5% per hour. Subsequent operation is to
include daily load following between approximately 70
and 90% with weekend demand reduced to a maximum of 60%
full power.
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2.9 Future PAEC Expansion Plans

PAEC currently are undertaking two
supporting projects, where they are working closely
with Canatom and making a significant contribution
themselves. PAEC is currently incorporating a further
installation at KAKIUPP to increase the heavy water
upgrading capacity by approximately 100% which
should permit them to more closely control the re-
covery of heavy water from the relatively low
isotopic backlog (< 1,5%) which has been accumulated
from time to time. Separate facility for upgrading
high tritium content heavy water will also then be
available. PAEC is also embarking on a fuel fabric-
ation capability, this to make them independent at
some future date.

Two significant power plant developments
have been announced by PAEC. One plant, having a
capability of 400 MWe will be a dual purpose plant,
producing electricity for the Karachi Grid and also
providing energy to a desalination plant, substantially
adding to the Karachi fresh water supply. The other
plant projected is a 500 MWe station to feed power
into the northern grid (WAPDA), the site proposed
being approximately 125 miles south of Rawalpindi at
Kundian, located on the Indus River.
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3. RAPP

3.1 HISTORICAL SUMMARY

The association of Canada and India in the
field of peaceful utilization of nuclear energy qoes back
to 1956 when an agreement was signed under which Canada
undertook to supply India with a version of the Chalk
River NRX research reactor. This was known as the
Canada-India Reactor and subsequently known as CIRUS. At
the time this represented the largest single cooperativp
programme in the peaceful use of atomic energy between
two countries. CIRUS began operation in July 1960 and
has been used for research and engineering studies as
well as production of radioisotopes.

Following the association on CIRUS, agreements
were signed for a nuclear power station in December 1963
between the Government of India and the Government of
Canada and with Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and Montreal
Engineering Company Ltd. Through these agreements AECL
provided design information and through the Hydro Electric
Power Commission of Ontario, commissioning services for
the Rajasthan Atomic Power Project (RAPP) for the station
up to and including the steam raising equipment. MECO
provided the design and information for the turbine-
generator plant and conventional facilities along with
providing procurement and expediting functions for equipment
supply and resident engineering staff at the site of the
plant.

In April of 1964 an agreement was signed between
the Government of India and the Exports Credit Insurance
Corporation in Canada to cover financing of Canadian
materials and services from AECL and MECO.

This was the start for the first unit of the
RAPP Project. Subsequently the consultancy agreements
with AECL and MECO were revised in January 1967 to cover
a project consisting of two x 200 MWe unity. Concurrently
a new agreement with ECIC was written to cover additional
financing for th" total two-i'.ir s.tion.

During the course <-, f (-ht: .< »PP Project a number
of employees of Canadian compani were stationed in
India. A total of 102 employees, usually with families,
spent two or more years in India. For the most part
these people were associated with MECO, AECL, HEPC,
English Electric and Dominion Bridge and were located in
Rajathan to provide construction and commissioning
assistance.
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The design offices of the Department of
Atomic Energy of India are located in Bombay. An AECL
project design group was associated with DAE in Bombay.
MECO, through a subsidiary Indian company Montreal
Engineering International Limited, was represented in
Bombay and both AECL and MECO provided design and quality
surveillance assistance with the latter closely involved
in manufacture in many parts of India.

In the other direction, throughout the programme
of CIRUS and RAPP there have been approximately 250
Indian citizens who have received training and experience
in Canada. This training was primarily provided by AECL
Chalk River and Sheridan Park and HEPC Operations, at
NPD and Douglas Point, along with some association in
manufacturing and construction facilities.

3 . 2 PLANT DESCRIPTION

The two-unit station is located on the shore
of Rana Pratap Sagar (Lake) on the Chambal River system
about 67 kilometers west of Kota in the southern part
of the State of Rajasthan. The location is semi desert
with limited access by overland transportation. One
measure of this aspect is to note that the calandrias
for each unit were hauled some 600 miles from the port
of Kandla on the west coast by road to the construction
site. This exercise took approximately 30 days on each
occasion.

The two units are designed for an output of
2 x 220 MWe (gross) with power fed at 50 H2 into the grid
of the Rajasthan State Electricity Board through two 220
KV lines to Kota and one 220 KV line to Udaipur. The
design net output was 200 MWe but it appears that 207 MWe
(net) may be achieved.

Both units have as their ancestral design the
Douglas Point G.S. on Lake Huron in Ontario. In the
first unit there are some variations due to experience
in Douglas Point and these could be characterized generally
as of a minor equipment nature such as greater utilization
of bellows sealed valves and, in some locations, elimina-
tion of valves along with changes brought about because
of using equipment from different manufacturers. There
is an apparent greater design difference in the second unit
which, for example, encompasses features analogous to the
Pickering design in the heat transport bleed system.
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Variations from Douglas Point and between the
two RAPP units in terms of equipment supply are far
more significant than design concept variations.
Table I summarizes contractors for a variety of equip-
ment and services. This table illustrates another
important aspect of the RAPP Project. The development
of indigenous capabilities within India has carried on
continuously and progressively throughout the period
of time that this project has been underway. This
development is probably of greater importance than
simply the erection and commissioning of RAPP, The
CANDU programme that is underay in India has had an
associated and concurrent programme leading to increased
capabilities for indigenous fabrication and supply of
equipment for bDth nuclear and other projects.

3-3 SCHEDULE

The schedule experienced is outlined in Table
II. Strongly reflected within the schedule is the effect
of the progressive development of indigenous manufacturing
facilities. This implies the extension of project
schedule to encompass procurement, installation and
learning aspects for a number of manufacturing facilities
in India.

3.4 RAPP I

3.4.1 Commissioning and Operation Review

To aid, provide training and supervise
commissionxng of RAPP-I, a tejm from the Hydro Electric
Power Commission of Ontario was at site approximately
over the period from the beginning of 1970 to mid 1973.

On August 11, 1972 RAPP I became critical for
the first time; steam was raised and the turbine- generator
synchronized to the grid for the first time in November
1972. The plant reached 50% of power in April 1973, 81 't
in April 1974, and is expected to roach full power in
July of 1974.

Power output has been less than full output
because of a decision made several years ago to use
fresh natural uranium fuel entirely in the initial fuel
loading. As a result, power output must be limited to
prevent fuel channels in the centre of the core from
exceeding the design temperature limits. As this fuel
burns rp, power is being increased gradually to the design
cond i t i on.
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On December 16, 1973 the plant was declared
commercial.

Earlier in July 1973 the first on-reactor
refuelling operations were carried out on 2 channels
at about 2% power and on 2 channels at 70 MWe.

The period of time from criticality to first
steam allowed for the usual physics measurements but
was extended to complete a number of left over erection-
commissioning activities. From November 1972 until
April of 1973 the plant remained shut down except for
limited operation in February 1973. During this time
a number of problems developed both in the conventional
end of the plant and in the nuclear steam supply area.
These included turbine bearing problems, deaerator
problems along with air compressor and chilled water
plant difficulties. In the reactor circuit areas a
failure of pump logic along with high bleed cooler outlet
temperatures resulted in cavitation and damage to one
main charging pump and two of the primary circulating
pumps.

Operation really got underway in April of 1973
and carried on up to September 19, 1973 at which time
a planned fall shutdown was started. The shutdown was
necessary in order to carry out certain jobs; was
delayed as long as possible because one result of the
failure of the monsoon of the previous year was that the
hydraulic power units in Rajasthan were severely
limited in operation. Among the jobs carried out in
the fall shutdown of 1973 was a turbine-generator
inspection along with inspection of other items in the
feed train including deaerator, separator and reheaters.
The last live-loading modifications were made to valves
in the primary system; dryers for heavy water vapour
collection were maintained; most of the modifications
for a much enhanced primary system purification facility,
insofar as pipe and equipment within the reactor building
is concerned, was installed.

Operation began again in December 1?73 and has
carried on since then.

3.4.2 Operation Statistics

In 1973 the availability factors for the months
of May, June, July and December are worthy of note
being 61.4, 91.7, 78.1 and 74.5% respectively. The
importance of this can be illustrated in a two fold manner.
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Firstly the RAPP station was the major source of power
in Rajasthan during this period when water limitations
because of monsoon failure precluded significant opera-
tion of hydraulic generators. Secondly, while RAPP,
like Douglas Point and Pickering, was defined as a
base load station, the oft-times taken inference that this
means a unit should be small relative to the grid
connected capacity is not demonstrated by this situation.
For some period of time last summer the load in Rajasthan
was not more than 130 MWe and RAPP was supplying 115 MWe
or essentially most of the load.

In this type of situation, in which RAPP was
contributing a dominant portion of the grid power demand
in 1973; indeed in the situation which will be the normal
case for some time in which a RAPP unit at 200 MWe net
is five times the size of the next sized generator in the
state of Rajasthan and in a grid without sufficient
frequency and load control functions and with grid load
of the same order of magnitude as RAPP, one can expect
that distribution system collapse will not be a rare
event. Nevertheless the twenty-one day run of 19 December
1973 to 8 January 1974 and the availability factors al-
ready demonstrated indicate that even in this still early
maturing stage for the plant a reasonably successful
operating performance can be forecast.
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In 1974 the following figures indicate the
performance of RAPP.

JAN
1974

FEB MARCH APRIL
1974

TOTAL*

Gross Generation
MWh 32610

Net Output
NWh

Operating Time
Hrs

Max. Power Level
MW

Net Capacity
Factor**
Percent

Availability
Factor** *
Percent

652

140

46.4

87. 6

69760 85894 83500 574862

74617 62680 78340 77005 510995

577

135

45.1

89. 9

598

160

50. 9

519

180

51.7

5198

33.72 76.9

* Sum January 1, 1973 to April 30, 1974

** Based upon maximum net output = 207 MW

net output, MWh
Net capacity factor = e l a p s e d t i m e x 207

time plant available to generate powor
*** Availability factor = e l a p s e d ^ ^
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3.4.3 Heavy Water

With respect to heavy water the picture is
one of variable results. The year 1973 might be
characterized as one in which the D O escape rates
from systems were fair but recovery of heavy water
was less than satisfactory due to the concurrent
presence of light water leaks giving rise to low
isotopic recovery and due to a very low availability
of the dryers.

In the shutdown in the fall of 1973, a number
of improvements were made in the electrical and service
water supplies to the dryers along with installation
of further live-loading gland seal packages on valves
in the primary system. It can be noted that prior
to the fall of 1973 shutdown the low dryer performance
had been essentially determined by difficulties with
services to the dryers; the dryers had not themselves
really been proven one way or another.

Subsequently in this year, 1974, up to the
present the general characterization for RAPP I with
respect to heavy water might be that escape from
systems remains a problem but recovery is improved.

There is an upgrading plant at RAPP site and
the performance of this unit has been largely determined
by the availability of steam. The originally installed
auxiliary boilers were not satisfactory so upgrading
has been no better than that set by operation of the
reactor. The much improved availability of the nuclear
steain supply in 1974 has permitted the upgrader to
demonstrate it can handle approximately twice the down-
graded recovery rate being experienced.

3.4.4 B'uel and Fuel Handling Systems

The first charge of fuel loaded in RAPP I
had slightly more than half of the bundles of Indian
manufacture and the remaining of Canadian manufacture.

In the spring of 1973 the iodine 131 level in
the primary system coolant was rising and on July 29
a clear indication of a defect was shown by the delayed
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neutron monitoring system to exist in channel D-10.
At this time the fuelling machines had not been used
on the reactor so it was proposed by the operating
staff to essentially combine a proof test and an exercise
to remove the defect in channel D-10.

On August 3, the fuelling machines were clomped
on to channel D-10 and eight bundles were removed.
This exercise was a 'first' in several respects. It
was the first on power, albeit low power, fuelling
operation on the reactor and proceeded without prior
off-power exercises on the reactor. The primary system
was at normal pressure and temperature. The DN monitor
worked well and the fuelling machine operations were
under automatic control except for intervention to
permit shifting bundles singly out of the core.

Subsequently, on September 12, channel C-12
appeared t<-> show a defect. This channel was refuelled
completely but the fuel defect does not now appear to have
been a real one.

On September 17 channels K-ll and N-13 were
refuelled with eight bundle shifts at a power level of
70 MWe with the machines under automatic control. This
exercise was purely a proof test.

The fuel record appears to be one defect in 3672
bundles resident in the reactor for about two years.

3.4.5 Problem Summary

In RAPP I there have been problems in several
areas. In the category of equipment there have been
problems with the deaerator which required both system
and hardware redesign; the auxiliary boilers which are
being replaced with units of larger capacity; the
thermal shield blow out panel release shear pin design
which was modified;a number of fans; valve seal packages,
and valve liners; air compressor systems; and chilled
water plant. The boiler feed pumps have had an un-
satisfactory vibration level which is not finally
resolved. The original cobalt absorber rods were
removed because of severe fretting damage due to hydraulic
excitation and these were replaced by stainless steel
assemblies.
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In the summer of 1973 The cooling water supply
to the boiler room for boiler room coolers, standby
coolers, gland cooler for the main pump seals and bleed
cooler in the primary system was cut off on two occasions
due to strainers plugging. This might well be categorized
as an environmental problem and led to modification to
the reactor building cooling water supply system.

In April 1973 one of the primary system main
multi-stage charging pumps seized following cavitation and
this resulted in seal damage to two of the main circulating
pumps. The cavitation may have been related to the loss
of cooling incident as noted above but the particular
incident in April 1973 identified logic protection device
faults and recommended increasing the charging pump suction
line capacity which modification was subsequently carried
out.

An attempt to list problems in an environmental
category can too readily be misleading. One can mention
dust storms, monsoon rains, temperature, grid stability,
transportation, etc. and these must be recognized as
parameters with an affect on people and equipment. How-
ever, these factors, even if responsible for delays in
schedule or some failures in equipment cannot be described
as having been insurmountable for which the best evidence
is that the plant is operating.

If these is a single lesson in RAPP it is that
inspection and quality surveillance at all points in
material procurement, equipment fabrication, plant erection
and maintenance cannot be overemphasized.

3.5 RAPP II

The second unit is essentially complete with
respect to civil work and indeed much of the equipment
has been installed.

In the conventional side the turbine generator
installation is finished with the exception of one low
pressure rotor stage damaged during transportation. In
the reactor building, the boilers have been in place for
some time; the main pump bowls and reactor headers along
with the surge receiver and some of the standby cooling
equipment are in place; vault coolers and vapour collection
dryers are installed.' Electrical cabling and instru-
mentation is actively underway. In the control centre
most panels, logic and protective racks are in place.
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The schedule for the second unit suffered be-
cause of delays in delivery of end shields and calandria.
The critical path always ran through the reactor core
structure and delays in these components, though serious,
were perhaps unavoidable since the manufacture of these
components to stringent specifications was being carried
on for the first time in India.

In spite of component delays and local con-
straints such as insufficient availability of argon for
welding, tho experience of the construction forces of the
client on the second unit is showing up by approaches such
as préfabrication of piping and tubing systems as a
competent effort to minimize further delay in the schedule
of the second unit.

3.6 DAE "CANDU" Programme

The programme presently being carried forward
by the Department of Atomic Energy in India includes two
CANDU type units south of Madras (MAPP) and two units at
Narora (NAPP). These stations are slightly uprated
versions of RAPP (220 MWe gross) with ratings of 235 MW(e)
gross.

Both MAPP and NAPP are being handled essentially
without direct foreign financial or consulting aid.

The design of MAPP is generally the same as
RAPP and Douglas Point for the internal nuclear steam
supply equipment. The reactor building is a double con-
tainment structure incorporating a vapour suppression
pool located in the bottom of the structure. This contain-
ment consists of an inner pre-stressed concrete shell
and an outer rubble masonary shielding wall. There are
other modifications to the design resulting from the plant
being located directly on the sea coast and thes;- include
a closed loop cooling system isolating salt and fresh water
circuits and an enclosed switch yard.

The Narara station (NAPP) is in the state of
Uttar Pradesh about half way from Delhi to Agra and slightly
to the east. This station moves further along the road
from RAPP to an indigenous approach brought about by
development of design capability in India, and factors
peculiar to the location and manufacturing facilities.
Seismic considerations have led to adoption of an integral
calandria-shield-tank reactor structure analogous to the
Bruce G.S. and KANUPP plants.
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Design changes from RAPP also occur, for
example, in the greater separation of light and
heavy water areas to improve D O vapour recovery,
elimination of the dump tank and substitution of shut-
off rods in NAPP.
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TABLE I

Owner, Operator and Contractors

Owner, Operator

Owner : Department of Atomic Energy (DAE)
Government of India

Operator: DAE

Contractors

The following is not an exhaustive list of contractors. Rather
it is intended to illustrate the distribution of responsibilities
and the relative use of indigenous sources.

Prime Contractors:

Nuclear Systems:
Design

Conventional Systems:
Design

Commissioning :

Calandria:

End Shields:

Boilers :

Fuel :

Unit 1

DAE

Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited

Unit 11

DAE

Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited

Montreal Engineer- Montreal Engineering
ing Company Ltd. Company Limited and

Montreal Engineering
International Ltd.

AECL
subcontracted to
HEPC

Canadian General
Electric, Canada

HEIL using
machined slabs
from Canada

DAE

Larsen & Toubro
India

Heavy Electrical
Industry Limited,
Bhopal, India

Montreal Locomotive Larsen & Toubro
Works, Canada India

1/2 Canadian
Westinghouse

1/2 Atomic Fuels
Division, DAE

Nuclear Fuels
Complex (NFC of DAE)
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Instrumentation:

Turbine :

Generator:

Civil, Electrical
and Mechanical
Installation:

Piping:

Dump Tank :

Power Reactor PRID/ECIL
Instrumentation DAE
Division ,
Electronics Corp.
of India, DAE
(Canadian components)

English Electric

CGE

DAE

Dodsal, India

Howden Parsons,
Canada

English Electric

CGE

DAE

Dodsal , India

Walchandnagar
Industries Ltd.,
India

Reactivity Mecnanism
Drives

Absorber Rods :

Valves in nuclear
processes :

Valves in turbine
cycle :

Valves in small
auxiliary systems

Air Compressors:

Main Transformer:

Cooper Engineering
Chinchwad
India

AECL

various
UK, USA, Canada

various
UK, USA, Canada

various
India S Canada

Kosla s Maneklar
India

Heavy Electricals
India Ltd.

Cooper Engineering
Chinchwad
India

Nuclear Fuel
Complex, DAE

various
UK, USA, Canada

various
UK, USA, Canada

various
India s Canada

Kirloskar
India

HEIL, India

Station Transformers:
2 0 MVA CGE Crompton Greaves

India

MVA Easun
Madras, India

Seimens
India
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Feed Water Heaters:

Motor Starters
415 V Mcc's

3.3 KV Mcc's

Switchyard

Primary System:
Main Pumps

Charging Pumps

Moderator Pumps

Boiler F/W Pumps

Condenser
Circulating Water
Pumps

Process Water Pumps

Process Water Booster
Pumps

Condenser

End Fittings

Seal Plugs

Fuelling Machines

Montreal
Locomotive
Works Canada

Larsen s Toubro
Bombay, India

Allis Chalmers
Canada

Vol tas , India

Bingham Canada

Bingham Canada

Bingham Canada

Bingham Canada

Ingersoll Rand
Canada

Byron Jackson,
Canada

Kirloskar,
India

Foster Wheeler
(part fabrication
at HEIL, Bhopal)

Canadian Curtis
Wright (bodies)

General Gears
(Machining) Canada

Hereaux Ltd.
Canada

Standard Modern
Tools Canada

Industrial and
Agri cultural
Engineering Co.
I n d i a

Siemens
Bombay, India

Allis Chalmers
Canada

Voltas , India

Bingham Canada

Bingham Canada

Bingham Carada

Bingham Canada

Jyo ti, India
(Imported castings)

Jyoti, India
(Imported castings)

Matter Greaves,
India

HEIL & Industrial
and Agricultural
Engineering Co.
(IAEC)

Crucible ... eel
(forgings)

General Gears
(machining) Canada

Cooper, India

Central Workshops
DAE and Cooper
Engineering
Chinchwad India



F/M Carriages

Vault Shielding
Doors

Calandria vault
SS Liners

Dryers

SS Material

Zircalloy

Calandria Tubes

Pressure Tubes

SS vessels
(pump up tanks
in moderator etc.)

Procurement Agent
Outside of India

Procurement Agent
Inside of India
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Standard Modern
Tools, Canada

CWS, DAE
India

Plate and
Structural
Steel Canada

PALL Canada

Imported

Imported

Carpenter Steel
USA

Harvey

APV
Durgapur
India

MECO

MEIL & DAE

Walchand
Industries Ltd.
India

CWS, DAE
India

CWS, DAE
India

PALL Canada

Imported

I mp o r t e d

Canadian Westinghouse
(100 tubes) WAH
Chang (Strip)

Nuclear Fuel Complex
(206 tubes from strip)

Canadian Westinghouse

APV
India

MECO

MEIL & DAE



SCHEDULE CHART

Feasibility studies

Project approved

Main Building located

Calandria

End Shields

Boilers

PHT Pumps (Main)

Main Headers

Dump Tank

Calandria Tubes

Coolant Channels

Feeders

Fuel

Turbine Generator

B.F. Pumps

Condenser

RAPP-1

1961-62

November 1963

December 1964

Ordered

JUL

FEB

DEC

FEB

JUN

JAN

JUL

AUG

JAN

SEP

NOV

JAN

FEB

1965

1965

1964

1965

1965

1967

1965

1965

1967

1969

1964

1965

1965

Delivered

JAN 1968

MAY 1968

MAR 1968

APR 1968

AUG 1968

MAR 1969

NOV 1968

APR 1969

OCT 1968

NOV 1971

JUL 1969

APR 1968

APR 1968

Installed

MAY

JAN

JUL

MAR

AUG

FEB

FEB

OCT

OCT

APR

AUG

MID

DEC

1969

1969

1969

1970

1970

1970

1969

1969

1970

1972

1970

1970

1969

Ordered

JULY

DEC

JUL

JAN

FEB

JUN

MAY

MAR

MAR

JUL

FEB

MAY

JUN

1969

1967

1967

1970

1970

1967

1971

1969

1969

1971

1967

1968

1968

RAPP-2

—

September 1966

June 1965

Delivered

NOV 1973*

APR 1973

OCT 1972

JAN 1973

JAN 1971

MAY 1973

MAY 1973

MAY 1970

JUL 1970

AUG 1975*

MAY 1971

JAN 1970

JAN 1970

Installed

MAY

AUG

NOV

SEP

MAY

AUG

JAN

AUG

JAN

JAN

MAY

MAR

TABLE

1974*

1973

1973*

1973

1973

1974*

1974*

1974*

1975*

1976*

1973

--

1973

lia

Remarks

*Expected as
on 15.6.73



Moderator system piping installation (complete)

Primary system piping (complete) Installation

Secondary system piping (Complete) Installation

F/M Heads:

Ordered

Installed

Rehearsed

Critical

First Steam

First Synchronized

50% power

100% power

Declared Commercial

First Cm-Power Fuelling

RAPP-I

APR 1971

JUN 1971

FEB 1971

JUL 1966

FEB 1972

MAY 1972

AUG 1972

NOV 1972

NOV 1972

APR 1973

JUL 1974*

DEC 1973

JUL 1973

RAPP-2

JUL 1975*

MAY 1975*

JAN 1975*

•

NOV 1970

—

—

APR 1976*

JUN 1976*

JUN 1976*

SEP 1976*

DEC 1976*

—

1 .

* expected as on 15.6..1973

TABLE lib




